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ABSTRACT
To help, engineering schools improve their minority

student retention rates, the National Action Council for Minorities
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planned to, add to or modify one or more minority student support
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submitted (51) and from the 11 funded projects to draw conclusions
about factors Contributing:to retention success. Analyses of proposal
data revealed that the three support. mechanisms significantly related
to success wen": (1) monitoring of student performance and early
warning of acatiemic difficulty; (2) formal interaction among the
minority engineering program, its studenti, and-the engineering
faculty; and (1) a summer pre-freshman program to diagnose
participants' academic strengths and, weaknesses, and provide the
assistance indicated. Analysis of project data yielded a number of
significant findings, the most important of which was that retention
can be dramatically improved through the addition or modification of
one or more-support mechanisms to those services already in place.
Other findings underlined the importince of the followingf summer
sessions plus extra coursework during the year; provision of _services
by a minority rather than an all-students program; improved study
skills courses; and students' previous participation in a
.pre-engineering prograM, positive academic self-concept, and motives
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THE RETENTION OF MINORITY

ENGINEERING STUDENTS

Report on the 1931-82 NACME

Retention Research Program

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In an effort to improve the retention of minority students in

United States engineering colleges and to provide insights into how

that goal is best accomplished in a variety of institutional settings,

the National Action Council for Minorities in Engineering (NACME),

invited 131 colleges of engineering to submit proposals for funding

additions or modifications of one or more student support services.

, This report 'presents findings based upon analyses of data contained

in'the 51 proposals submitted for funding consideration /students' and

project records, questionnaires completed by participants in each of

the 11 funded projects, participants.' grade reports and site visit

reports.

The study was undertaken in order to:

Establish- baseline data and develop an overview of the
retention problem

Determine the generalizability. of previous findings based on
the study of individual programs

o Determine the potential for improving retention rates by
adding or modifying support services

Identify those student characteriftics.and behaviors that
influence and/or are influenced by program services
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O Identify and determine the effects on retention rates of
changes in Student characteristics and conditions in engi-
neering 'colleges

Suggest implementation guidelines that could. be used at the
college and pre-college levels to improve the retention of
minority engineering students.

Prior to their ,review by a team of consultants, proposals from

the 51 institutions were -categorized according to whether they were

public or private and their past success in retaining minority engi-

neering students. Two, or three proposals Were then selected from

each category. Selections"- were based on quality of the proposal and

the extent to 'which they contributed to the heterogeneity of the

group in terms of: number of years the minority engineering program

(MEP) had been operated, types of student support mechanisms'that

were both in place- and proposed; racial/ethnic composition of the

students served 'by the MEP; geographic location, and size of the

institution. The 'eleven colleges chosen for the study were given

matching grants" of . up to thirty thousand dollars each. Here is a

summary of the mechanisms established. as well as changes in. retention
. -

from AY 80-81 to AY 81-82 where they could be determined.

Kansas State University.--Hired graduate student to assist
the MEP_ Director, established a Study Center and coor-
dinated minority engineering students' utilization of, services
provided by non-engineering.minoritY programs--Freshman
retention changed from 80% to 79%.

o Lamar University. -- Established a Study Center and pro-
vided peer tutoringFreshman retention improved from 40%
to 79%.

Northwestern University.--Increased the role of the minority
student engineering organization during the summer program
and the academieyearFreshrnan retention improved from
92% to 97%. `461
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Purdue University.--Usedpeer tutor/counSelors and a
Study skills:course on "How to Succeed in Engineering" in
the one project designed exclusively for upperclassmen--
Retention improved from 82% to 89%.

O University of .California at Berkeley..--Coordinated the
services provided by non-engineering minority programs-
Freshman retention changed-from 92% to 93%.

O Rensselger Polytechnic Institute.--Established-a summer
program-and hired °a member of the science-faculty to
monitor students and advise them promptly of any academic
performance problems.--Freshman retention improved.from
83% to 95%.

O University of,Massachusetts at Athherst.--Added a two-week
summer session and extra course sessions during the aca-
demic year--Freshman retention improved from 60% to 71%.

r"'
O University of Texas at Austin . --Offered counseling and

implemented findings from applied research to supplement
the services provided through the minority engineering
student organization - - Freshman retention changed from 58%
to 60%.

University of Washington.--Added a two-week summer
session and extra course sessions during the academic
yearFreshrrian retention improved from 62% to 100%.

In addition:
0. . California State University at Los Angeles. -- Added coor-

dinated peer 'study groups; tutoring and counseling.
O North Carolina Agricultural_and Technical University.--Used

computer-assisted instruction to teach mathematics to the
large number of- entering freshmen who required mathe-
matics enrichment.

Since a highly diverse group of projects were funded, it was

assumed that the participants were representative of minority fresh-

men enrolling- in schools throughout the country. If they were

representative, it-appears that the national engineering effort is, in

fact, beginning to produce students. who are better prepared, to

succeed in engineering than at the inception of the minorities -in -engi-
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neering effort in 1973: 51 percent- were in the top 10 per cent of

their high school classes; 48.1 per cent were above the national

average -on The College Board Scholastic Aptitude Mathematics Test

(SAT-M); 66.9 per cent had participated in a program, to prepare

high school students for engineering college success; 52.1 per cent

had taken calculus in high _school and 41.9 per cent had taken both

chemistry and physics.

Analyses of proposal data revealed that the three support mech-

anisms that were significantly related to retention success were: (1)

monitoring of student performance and early warning of academic,

difficulty; (2) formal interaction among the MEP, its students and the

engineering faculty; and '(3) a summer pre-freshman program to

diagnose participants' academic strengths and weaknesseS and provide

the assistance indicated. (Such a session can also convey to students

a sense of the pace, competition and performance expectations that°

characterize engineering schools.)

Analyses of data resulting from study of the various techniques ..

employed by the eleven individual campus retention projects and their

participants yielded a number oi\significant findings, the most imp.ort-

ant of which was that retention can, be dramatically improved through

the addition or modification of one or more support mechanisms to

those services already .'in. place. Other significant- findings and
. -

recommendations: (1) §ummer sessions, even those as short. as two

weeks, help improve retention if they are followed during the academic.

year by courses with extra sessions to increase study time; (2)

retention is better when services are provided by an MEP or non-
.
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-- engineering Minority. program than one designed for all students,

thus, specialized supports-should be maintained and their importance

understood; -(3) the services provided by MEP's are- used more often

by students with strong high school preparation and accurate acade-

mic self- concepts; -CifriTaiy courses' must-. be more readily

available and carefully scrutinized since they are one of the most

desired (by students) but least effectively delivered support services;

(5) students who chose . to -study engineering because they liked

problem-solving were -significantly more likely to be retained than

were those whose choices of an engineering curriculum were based on

future salary considerations or similar factors: Thus, career aware-

ness materials must stress the importance of hard work and problem-

.solving ability in addition. to the other attractive aspects; (6) in.

addition to traditional predictors such as high school mathematics and

science grades, recruiters and admissions officers. should consider

previous participation in, a pre:-engineering program and .academic,

self-concept in the. decision to admit students since both are positively

related to minorities' persistence in engineering; (7) minority students
. .

who attend high schools with small minority populations usually receive

significantly less encouragement from teachers and counselors to

study engineering. College recruiters and pre-engineering programs

should make .a more concerted effort to 'reach, .these students; and (8)
A

MEPs should assist student organizations in attracting and involving

the more academically able studenti who have traditionally been under-

represented in them. -Student organizations have been shown to be

effective in the delivery .of support services.
o



FOREWORD

A national program to increase the- numberi of U.S. citizen

blacks, Hispanics and Native Americans that enter an.d graduate from

engineering 'colleges has been. underway since 1973. At that time

these .racialiethnic groups comprised less _than otie percent of the

profession. Recognizing that industry and others draw heavily upon

engineers for leadership, the national effort has been supported by.a

,coalition of private industry, engineering educators, minority advocates

and others who have_instituted -programs at the secondary .as well as

college levels.

The National Action Council for Minorities in Engineering,. Inc.

(NACME) was established in 1980, merging the programs of the Minority

Engineering Education Effort (ME3) and the National Fund for Minority

Engineering Students (NFMES) . The staff of NACME and its Board of

Directors comprised of leaders drawn from. major U.S. corporations,

engineering institutions and other organiza1ions,- provide leadership to

and coordination within the national minorities -in- engineering program:

NACMe's programs Include, in addition to Research and Retention ,r

activities, a $3,000,000.annual scholarship program- which funds 12

per cent of all minority engineering students at 125 colleges; -as well
1

as a technical assistance prograni.

With funds granted primarily by major U.S. corporations and the

Alfred R. /Sloan Foundation, the'effort has seen undergraduate-minority

engineering enrollment grow from about 9,600. (including the University

of Puerto Rico) in 1973 to over 30,000 in 1982. - The numbers of

minority graduates has grown from 1,255 in 1973 to 3,343 in 1982. At

the pre-college level, over 50,000 minority .secondgry students are



currently involved in local progranis aimed primarily at exposing them

to the opportunities afforded by an engineering education and en-

hancing the mathematics and 'science preparation needed for its

successful completio'n.

The- first numbers of minority students "to enter engineering

colleges did so with poor mathematics and science' backgrounds. For_

example, 72 per cent of white students, according to an unpublished

1970's study of:secondary students in Northern California, were en-
rolled in calculus-track courses but only 20 per cent of blacks and
25 per cent of Hispanics were similarly. enrolled.

Too, as a result in part of the 1960's civil rights struggles,

many minority -students were 'not only 'beginning a new, highly tecli-
nical, extremely competitive curriculum, but they were also entering

predominately Ohite institutions for the first time: Thus, they faced)
both academic and cultural stresses with few minority peers or faculty-
from whom they could draw support.

Early minority engineering students. were watched closely. It
would- appear that even today, data abouts.their retention and enroll-
ment rates are more widely available than those of majority (white)
students.

Early data on nominal, retention- -that is, the numbers of gradu-
,

ates versus freshmen' entering four-year curricula four years pre-
viously strongly suggested that attrition of minorities was excessive.

Either as a result or in n-anticipation of this,findibg many engineering
colleges instituted minority engineering programs designed to

compensate for academic deficits, provide support through academic

and personal counseling, and_enhance the social environment for their

O

el



students. At -the same time, local, regional and, in some cases,

state-wide programs were begun throughout the nation with the goal

0 of producing milhoritjf students in numbers better able to qualify for

and survive in engineering colleges.

Programs were often begun with little data to support the choice

of mechanisms used Even today college-level minority engineering

programs--and there are over 100 In the approximately 280 engi-

neering colleges with programs accredited by the Accreditation Board
P

for Engineering and Technology° vary widely. They may represent

anything from a single person who serves primarily as a friendly role

model, who can direct a student to services available campus-wide, to

an extensive, specially staffed comprehensive program exclusively for

minorities that provides ten or more support mechanisms such as

academic and personal counseling, role models, industrial plant tours,

social activities, student clubs, pre-freshinan orientation and/or a

pre-freshman on-cpmpus summer session.

Despite these efforts little data have been available that would

enable replitation-of-programs- particularly suited to another institu-

tion's needs, 'based on enrollment size, ethnic make-Up and govern

ance. Whereas many programs are highly successful, achieving

minority retention rates exceeding _those of white students, many

are not. Little data, too, have been available to determine .which

mechanisms are most related to increased retention.

With more minority students entering engineering colleges each

yver and fiscal conservatism showing signs of increasing, it is ex-

ceedingly important. that.administrators and funders of both new and

already-established programs better underitand how to- achieve



NACME thus undertook the study of minority student engineering

college retention in 1981. NACME has access to a Wide range of institu-

tions and students for its research efforts. It is a-national organization

with not only, research capabilities but, also, close ties to over 125

engineering- colleges by virtue of its minority engineering scholarship

program.' Additional others are aided by NACME's technical assistance

program.

The study summarized in this repcirt reflects NACME's concern

for both established programs -- many of- which are expanding to

meet increased student enrollment -- and those just now being planned.

It also takes into account changing financial support and the in -.

creasing need to justify-the mechanisms to qther..collee adniinistrators

and funders. Thus, some of the results in this report. may -appear

obvious to the more experienced while novel and complicated to the

less so.

Readers are thus encouraged to remember that there is a wide

variety of programs in progress now with a broad range of levels of

expertise and results. (In support of the implementation of this

study, NACMEinvitesquestions as well as the-opportunity to provide

additional assistance..)

It became increasingly.clear, too, as the study progressed, that
^..

many of the mechanisms presently_ used to enhance the retention of

minority students could be adopted for all engineering students. Data

presented in Peterson's. Guide to Engineering COileges (ed., David

Reyes-Guerra and Alan M. Fischer, New York) indicate. that the

retention of the total "engineering .population- is, low, despite\the fact

that according to Scholastic. Aptitude, Test scores, engineering

students are -among the best prepared and most able students
,a*



currently *enrolled in college. Given the current concern regarding
engineering faculty and equipment shortages, limited enrollment

capability, and the high cost of engineering education, it would seem

imperative for engineering administrators to institute measures to
enhance the retention -of--all- students. They must also recognize .of

course, that the successful 'matriculation of minority engineering.

studests --whose academic preparation and -acculturation is likelyto

differ markedly (from that of whites) for some time' -- will continue to

require specialized supports. To that end, campus administrators

may wish to examine more closely which services are needed by all

students as presently offered, and which are needed by special
populations such as minorities.

For their generous, skilled and thoughtful assistance in the

successful completion of this. study, NACME wishes to extend its

gratitude to Dr. _Richard T. Mullins, formerly NACME Vice- President

for Operations, for its initiation; Eleanor Woodbeok, ..NACME'

Administrative Assivtant; Dr. Benson Penick, Consultant for. NACME,

who served as. Program Director and whose report follows; Dr. Edwin

Stueben,, Frederick Hamilton, and Richard Bayne who read- and-

analyzed the proposals for funding; Dean Eddie Knowles, Rensselaer

Polytechnic Institute; Dr. Albert Wortham, North, Carolina Agricultural

and Technical University; Ms. Marion Blalock, Purdue. University; Dr.

William Brazelton, Northwestern Uniyersity; Dr. Alfred LaGrone, the

University of Texas at Austin; Dr. Joel_ Nossoff, California State.

University at Los Angeles; Ms. Mildred Wi4tt-, University of California

at Berkeley; Ms. Karen Hummel, Kansas State University; Dr. -Richard

Price, Lamar University; Dr. J. Ray Bowen, University -Of-Washington;



and Dr. Ting-wei Tang, the University. of Massachusetts at Amherst,

the campus directors of the minority engineering programs. Not

least, over 500 minority engineering students cooperated by allowing
E. them;elves to be interviewed and studied: Finally, NACME

acknowledges the contribution Of Dr. Lloyd Cooke, President of
NACME, who provided many thoughtful additions and suggestions.

Throughout, Vivian Briggs, NACME Administrative Assistant, cheer-

fully typed, scheduled, arranged, checked upon and anticipated the

myriad of details that an undertaking of this size involves.

Carole A. Morning, P.E.

Vice President, Programs,

Planning andResearch-

February 15, 1983



BACKGROUND

, .

For well over a decade, the underrepresentation of U.S. citizen

ethnic minorities in engineering has been recognized as a critical

problem. Since the 1973 appeal for a "national mobilization, "" repre-

sentatives of industry, colleges and universities, secondary schools,

engineering societies and community groups have created special

projects to increase minority participation. The -feasibility and effects

of alternative approaches for achieving this goal. were reported in

publications by the Committee on Minorities in. Engineering: These

publications (College, 1977, Pre-Engineering, 1979) contained descrip-
_

tions of approaches for initiating and operating programs designed to

accomplish the goal, the elements that seem to be common to success-

ful programs, and recommendations for future directions.

In 1980, administrators of the newly- created National Action

Council for Minorities in Engineering (NACME), in reviewing the

progress, of the "national mobilization," agreed that several factors

indicated the need for a new programmatic- approach and study.

Among the considerations which underlay this decision were:

(I) Evidence that, despite dramatic increases in the enroll-

ment of minorities in freshman engineering classes, overall

r_ep esentation among engineering upperclassmen and gradu-

ates had not increased proportionately because of high

attrition rates among enrollees. -

(2) Despite some ba0c agreement concerning ways .in which to

provide the most effective academic support, high enroll-

ments (often leading to more stringent admission and reten-

tion standards) in engineering schools and the limitations in

17



funds available. for special academic. support suggested the

need for determining the most cost-effective ways of improv-

ing the academic performanCe of minority engineering. stu-

dents.

(3) The; need to determine how an expanding emphasis on the

pre-cdllege perforinance of minority students was affecting

their college experience.

(4) -The need for insight into the transferability and general-

izability of .'approaches from one setting with a given par-

ticipant group, to other settings serving different types of

individuals.

Based on its administrators' recognition that the goal of 'in-

creased 'minority representatiOn is dependent upon such factors as

adequate funding, sufficient numbers of able and interested secondary

level students, and increased enrollment and greduation rate\s, NACME

announced a- Research Retention Program in February, 1981.. The

purpose of the Retention Program was to aid schools of engineering in

their efforts to provide academic support for minority students.

NACME sought to assist minority programs through direct funding and

study of retention activities and the dissemination of information

concerning ways which Program findings might ,significantly improve

retention and.graduation rates.

As part of its Program, NACME sent announcements of its grants

competition to 131 colleges of engineering, received .51 proposals in

response to the announcement and funded 11 of the 51 proposals re-

ceived. The resulting study- is, thus, based on data presented in
Wthe 51 proposals; informatiOn gathered in the context of two site-visits



to each of the 11 gi-antee institutions; questionnaires completed by

participating students; project records (e.g., student contact logs)

maintained by the 11 Project. Directors and their staffs; and students'

background and performance data (e.g., high school transcripts,

semester grades).

at:

Measures generated through the use of these sources were aimed

(1) Developing a uniform data base across a wide range of

projects.--Since,it was anticipated that proposals would be

received from engineering projects that varied in terms of

their institutional settings: and methods of service delivery,

applicants were all required -- to as great an extent as

feasible -- to provide similar information in a standardized

format and, in the case of funded programs, to repqrt data
o.

on an individual rather than aggregate basis. Common. data

bases were considered essential in order to determine the

retention rates of minority engineering students; determine

the validity and generalizability of widely-held retention

hypotheses based-on anecdotal evidence and previous quan-

titative assessments of 'individual Minority Engineering

"'Projects (MEP's); and to direct the focus of data collection

and observation to be employed in the study of a hetero-

geneous group of eleven projects.

(2) Determining t e extent to whi-cti-reterrtionrates-can-be______

modified. The principal concern of the study was to deter-

mine whether minority retention in 11 engineering colleges

could be improved through the addition or modification of

one or more, specifib support services. The study sought



o identify the project and student characteristics and

activities that both influence and are influenced by the

results of intervention efforts.

(3) Providing' guidelines for the improvement of retention:Site

visit observations and interviews were expected to suggest

interpretations of the significant relationship's and differ-

ences identified "through .'quantitative analyses of student

and project data Information gathered from the various

sources was also expected to document trends in. individual

(e.g., type of high school preparation) and institutional

respontes to increased enrollment) characteristics

and activities that might_significantly affect retention rates.

Expected by-products of the research activities were: .1) a better

understanding fi t e minority students currently enrollins in engi-

neering curricula at the collegelevel; and 2) generalizable findings

that could be used by project administrators at the-college and pre-,
college levels-to improve the delivery of support services.

The eleven NACME awards provided up to $30,000 in one-year

matching fUnds for project modifications. The funds were designedto.

enable engineering programs: to modify program services aimed at

improving minority retention; to share insights through on-going

Contact with the .NACME Program Director who was examining efforts

to improve retention in each of the eleven colleges of -engineering;

and to contribute to the, research activities 'undertaken tin an attempt

to disiover w iclis-e-r;criceswois-k--laest-,--oin and in what types of

!-settings.

In -order to increase the likelihood of accomplishing the above-

mentioned objectives, projects were selected in such a way as .to

ensure the inclusion of: different types (e.g., public/private, new



and on-going, minority efforts) of institutions and projects; projects

with different racial/ethnic compositions among their student partici-

pants; geographically dispersed institutions; different delivery mec-

hanisms and agents; and different degrees of past success in re-

.taining minority students. A project's past success was a particularly.

important concept in 'that it Provided NACME with an opportunity: 1)

to fund and observe what appeared to be exemplary retention programs

and determine both the reasons for and the stability of that success;

2) to determine the applicability of approaches associated with that

success to other projects; 3) to.determine whether success could be

-maintained in the face of changing conditions (e.g dramatically

expanded numbers of minority students, exemptions for minorities

from increasingly higher standards for admission, and retention); and

4) to test the extent to which retention could be improved where

success had not previously been experienced- and/or where there were

special problems (e.g., large numbers of commuting students, large

on-campus enrollments).

The study was intended to provide useful information with regard

to such important -issues as: the role of pre-college experiences in

the performance of minority engineering students; forms of behavior

that are most likely to be _changed during the course of project par-
.

ticipation, the types of students most likely". to change or most in

need of experiencing such change; the typei of project models,

onsoring institutions and project components that are most likely to

effect change; and the role of organizaticnt such as NACME in

assist!' tituticins and projects to achieve more positive outcomes.

Unless oth wise indicated, "retention" in t is s uclyrefer-s---to_

the freshman Near ly. The rationale for limiting discussion to

first-year rates lies in th fact that a disproportionate amount of-the

'411111,1

tti'"
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minority engineering attrition occurs during students' first year.

Consequently, with one exception, the retention projects that NACME

funded had, as their primaTy goal the improved retention of first-year

students.

Throughout, campused-based ,retention activities are generally

described as "projects" to distinguish them from the- NACME Retention

tudy.which is referred to as the "Program"..



METHOD

THE RETENTION PROJECTS AND PROJECT PARTICIPANTS

The NACME Retention Program was initiated as a demonstration
1

program designed tO:

1) Explore the feasibility and 'assess the effectiveness of

having various types of program models used to provide

academic and nonacademic support aimed at improving

minority retention in engineering;

2) Provide an opportunity to observe a range of different

activities identified as having potential utility in improving

retention; and

3) Provide insight into _the problems and solutions

characteristic of Programs at various stages of their

development, serving different minority sub-populations and

with varying degrees of prior success in the area of

retention.

The 11 projects consisted of:

1) California State University at Los Angeles.--This project

employed a single staff person to coordinate study groups.

The students it served were somewhat older than most

undergraduates, often had family responsibilities and

commuted to an environment not previously providing

systematic retention services;

2)) Kansas State University. --This project hired additional

staff members to facilitate the coordination of .services

.23 .. .



provided by non-engineering minority programs and

established a Study Center in the engineering college that

could serve as the focal point of a new minority engineering

program;

3) Lamar University.--This project established a Study

Center in the engineering college that would allow group

study in a context close to the mathematics professor

responsible for providing most of the academic support

received, by minority engineering students;

4). NoKth Carolina A&T University.--This institution is a

Historically Black College whose project employed computer-

assisted instruction in an effort to better serve the large

number of students who required enrichment in mathematics;

5) Northwestern Uniimrsity.--This project. involved the minority

student organization as primary service delivery -agent in an

establikhed-high retention -program;

6) Purdue University.--This project used peer tutor/counselors

and faculty-taught courses on "how to succeed in engi-

neering" in an effort to improve retention among upper-

:clasamen;

7) Rensselaer. Polytechnic Institute.--This project established a

summer prograen--simfla-r-to-the one attended by specially-

admitted students--for regularly-admitted minority students.

The p-oject also hired staff member , including a member of

the science faculty, to assist in the °monitoring of student

performance_and other tasks;

8) University of Ca ifTrn-i-a-at--fterkeley.-- This---project hired

a Coordinator to encourage engineering stu entsl- use of

services provided by non-engineering _minority programs.



The Coordinator was also involved in planning and monitoring

to ensure that the services provided were appropriate for

engineering students;

9) University cifivlassachusetts at Amherst.--This project

developed' a new Summer. program and classes with extra

sessions during the academic year in an effort t expand.

_ the role of faculty member's in a context that had reviously

-.involved a single' faculty member as the principal service
.

provider;

10) University of Texas at Austin.--This.project called for the

use of applied research and counseling provided by

newly-hired faculty retention coordinator and a graduate

engineering student to supplement the service delivery, role

of the minority student organization; and

11) University of Washington.--This project involved a

new summer program and new staff members for the

minority engineering project-who were to work with existing

non-engineering minority programs in the delivery of

services.

In light of the diversity represented by the institutions and

MEPs selected for participation in the Retention Study, it is reason-

able to assume that the students they served were typical of those

enrolling in freshman engineering programs throughout the country.

If that assumption Qis valid, anecdotal evidence suggesting that the

national mobilization effort is beginning to produce students who are

better prepared to succeed in engineering was supported. Of those

students for whom. background information was provided: 51 per cent

were in the top 10 per cent of their high. school classes; 48.1-per cent



had SAT Mettle Nibties test scores that were above the national average

(for all studentsirrespective of major);_66"."9 per cent had participated

in a program designed to. develop 'the-motivation and academic skills
"

necessary for high ichool students to succeed in college-level engi-

neerin;g _corses; 52.1 per cent had taken high school calculus (versus
.

46 per cent having taken 'trigonometry in a 1978 sample studied by

the Minority Engineering Education Effort); and 41.9 -per cent had

taken bOth chemistry and physics in high school. The implications o

this improved preparation are difcussed at .several point's in this

chapter.

Each of the minority sub-groups (based on race/ ethnicity .and

gender) were represented among participants in the projects. Males

comprised 71.8 per cent of the respondents and females comprised

28.2 per cent.- The sample was 1.7 per 'cent (9/520) American/ Indian;

69 per cent (359/520) Black; 18.5 Rercent Mexican American (96/520);

7.5 per cent (39/520) Puerto Rican; and 3.3 per cent (171420)/ Other.

0'



DESCRIPTION OF THE ASSESSMENT MEASURES,.PROGRAM AND

STUDENT RECORDS

Assessment Measures

Student Questionnaire. A Student Questionnaire was developed

for administration to all entering Program students during the first

two weeks of school. The instrument was designed to provide informa-

tion regarding the ,students' academic background prior to enrolling at

the university; demographic, information concerning the student and

the high schools attended; previous study arid work habits; students' ,

perceptions of engineering as a profession and as a field of study;

perceptions of self; and expectations concerning their study habits in

the engineering program.'

Term Completion Questionnaire. The Term Completion Question-

naire was administered to students at the end of the first semester/

quarter and.yielded information concerning: work-and study behaviors

during the just-completedterm; the, type of agent responsible for the
49,

academic services most- often used, the extent to which those services

were used and the perceived quality of those services; the frequency

and level 'of involvement in any minority student organization; charac---

teristics of the classes taken the previous term (e.g., number of .

students and minority students, type of instructor); and the role of

various factors in the student's academic experience.

Program and Student Records

Program and student records consisted of student contact

records that indicated the number, and types of contacts between the

students and their respective prograrris; a cumulative retention

assessment that_sought to determine_ what the most accurate retention

statistics were for each ..minority engineering effort by identifying the

number, of students who were.transfers, academic casualties, etc., for



the past four years, thereby establishing baseline data against which

the efforts of the current r4tention.project could be assessed; informa-

tion from students' high ichOol transcripts and semester/quarterly

grade reports and academic actions.

DATA ANALYSIS

The analytical approach to the available data was determined in

large part by the practical realities of field studies. Unlike labora-

tory experiments involving random assignment of individuals to treat-

ment and control conditions and experimenter control over subject-

participation, programs such as NACME's Retention Research Pro6ram

involve voluntary .student participation, administration of instruments

and maintenance of records by individuals with numerous non-research

responsibilities and the unavailability of comparable control groups.

While the above conditions sometimes result in inadequacies in

the data which preclude the .use of more powerful statistical measures,

analyses applied in the present study were-intended to:

1) Describe Project- and Participant Characteristics.--Fre-

quencies, percentages and measures of-central tendency

and dispersion were used not only for description, but

alio to show the extent .of service delivery, outcomes

such as attrition, check on the adequacy of the data

h=compa-n

assumed to be similar and providelhe basis for determining

those variables that should be included in more sophisti-

cated analyses.

2) Analyze Project Differences -- Analysis of variance and

t-test procedures were employed tc:$ analyze students' per-

-rOUpS

ceptions- of the quality of specific support services. These



1

2

techniques were used to determine whether perceived quality
.

1of the services provided in high-retention public institution

projects differed from perceptions among students participat-

ing. in other public institution-projects.

3) Determine the Relationships Between Predictor and Outcome

Mea Sures -- Predictor variables are the pre-college ex-

periences and achievements, demographic characteristics,

perceptions and student behaviors discussed previously in

the "Assessment Measures" section.. Outcome measures are

primarily retention rates for the projects and grade point
2averages in technical courses for project participants. It

should be. noted that because of: sample attrition; the

failure of all respondents to complete all questionnaire

items; and the/ ability of projects to provide complete back-

ground information on all participants, missing data occurred

for all measures of association to some extent. Missing data

analyses were, therefore, required throughout the study

for the analytical techniques used.

"High retention" projects, for the purpose of this analy is, were
the four public institution projects that either maintai d a fresh-
man retention rate in excess of 90$ or improved reten ion by at
least 10%.

With respect to outcome measures, students' Grade Foint Average
(GPA) in technical courses, was selected, because it yielded a
significantly greater relationship to academic actions (e.g.,
suspensions, probation) taken_ against students. Outcome cat#
gories (i.e., GPAs 'of 000 - 1.59, 1.60 -1.99 and 2.00 - 4.00)
were selected because thejf most often'represent the quantitative
criteria for determining suspension, probation and good academic
standing. In those instances where grading systems were other
than based upon A := 4.00 grades have been converted to a 4.00
system" to allow comparisons.



FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Two approaches to examining the effectiveness of different

retention-improvement strategies were employed. First, the data

provided in the 51 proposals submitted for NACME's funding. don-
,

sideration were analyzed as a means of identifying the relationship

between the existence of a particular approach at any given college,

and the retention success of that institution. Second, differences in

the suPport mechanisms of highly successful projects and less

successful .comparable projects were identified through analysis of

student perceptions and records data collected throughout the study.

FINDINGS BASED ON PROPOSAL DATA

-Proposal data were a valuable source of information since: (1)

the sample size (n = 51) permitted types of quantitative analyses that

-would not be possible with only 11 institutions involved in the irern-

prehensive data collection effort; and (2) the discovery of significant

relationships and differences between different types of institutions

serve to guide -the data gathering that occurred in the remainder of

the study. The findings. from the first phase of the study follow.

Analyses of data on- the ,relationship between retention and the

level of financial-- commitment, .types of project directors, and avail-

ability of a minority orientation project, did not reveal any significant

differerides. The following factors, however, were found to make a

significa9t difference:

1) G Early Warning. The program feature with the strongest

relationship (p<.01) to retention was the availability of an



early ;warning system. Typically, a faculty member employed

by the MEP or the project director established direct contact

with faculty members who teach minority students. Faculty

members are encouraged to provide early feedback on the

academic performance, attendance and -performance-related

non-academic behavior of students. Early warning enabled

the students' problems to" be addressed in.' sufficient time

for him/her to receive supplemental instruction, enroll in

course(s) at a level more consistent with current ciPabilities

or, in the most extreme cases, consider alternative majors

without first experiencing academic failure.

2) Faculty Interaction. As suggested above, project/faculty/

student interaction is related to retentions ProjectS in

which there are formal relationships between project staff..

and faculty members (e.g., briefing meetings for faculty

members, faculty receptions hosted by the project) or faculty

involvement in the delivery of 'project services (e.g.,

teaching in --a summer pre-freshman program, faculty

tutoring) had significantly higher retention (p-<.05) than

those lacking such interactions.

3) Summer Programs. Analyses revealed that retention was

significantly higher (p' .01) in engineering colleges that

offer pre-freshman 'summer programs. Although summer

programs clearly represent a more costly undertaking than

the, other support mechanisms discussed, recent site visits

suggest ways to minimize, the costs of a. summer program:

A



(1) many colleges, public ones in particular, draw substantial num-

bersbers of students from nearby communities,- allowing for relatively

inexpensive non-residential rograms; 2) minority student ,summer

programs operated under Eq al Opportunity Program (EOP)or other

mandates are often willing to modify their services to meet the needs

of engineering students who meet eligibility guidelines; and 3) by

adjusting students' financial aid paCkages to -treat the per/student

cost of the summer program as .an extension of the fall term, each

student. bears part of the, program cost, thereby reducing the

institution's costs.



FINDINGS BASED UPON ANALYSES OF DATA AND OBSERVATIONS.

OF FUNDED PROJECTS

Project Mechanisms

As noted in the previous .section,. the extent to whiCh- rigorOUS

quantitative *analyses could be employed in comparing retention- .

projects is limited because of sample size. However, analyses of

students' perception's3 and the conduct of site visit interviews/

observations. provide insights that suggest refinements in the conclu-

sions based on previous findings. and new hypotheses that could. be

put to empirical tests. These insights are presented. in the discussion

of specific support services below.

Summer Bridge Programs. Proposal data 'substantiated the

importance of summer programs. indicated by previous *studies of.

minority engineering students. It was not clear, however, whether

there were minimum durations required for the achievement of

improved performance and retention. Bised on this study, it appears

that summer programs as short as two weeki (see University of

Massachusetts and Washington discussions presented previously) can

accomplish positive results under certain-conditions.

Structured Study Sessions. Projects that establish. Study

Centers which students can use as they perceive the need de-

monstrate that this strategy has utility in improving retention. On

3 The section entitled "Student Characteristics and Academic
Performance" presents evidence which-suggests that students'
perceptions as measured by, comparisons. of their questionnaire
responses and records data are quite accurate, in many instances.

'Or



the other hand, three of the four' high-retention public `uniVersity

projects had extra study or problem-solving sessions which were

either mandatory or which. were considered part of courses in which

the student was enrolled. In the latter case, the extra sessions were

taught by the instructor. Thus, the sessions had clear implications

for the way in which student performance would be perceived, and

were typically well attended. 'In light of the data on students' ten--

dencY not to devote adequate time to study (see` section),

structured study sessions should probably be incorporated into most .

retention projects.

Gr.oup Tutoring. The differences in students' perceptions of

group tutoring in high-retention public university projects and those

of their counterparts in other public university projects were highly

significant (\ 3.29, p< .01). Specifically; students' ratings in, the

high-retention projects suggest that their group tutoring services.

were better than those received by students in other public uni-'

versities. This supports the contention (raised in connection with
1

the above discussion of extra sessions) that structured sessions work

best, ,since the structured sessions all occurred in high-retention pro-

jects and were considered to be group tutoring by, many of the res-

pondents. Findings with respect to group tutoring also illustrate the

importance of minority programs. . In the high-retention projects,

students with a choice of service providers were significantly more

likely (X2 = 30.25, p <.001) to use the services offered by, the

minority engineering project or another minority project (e.g., Equal

Opportunity Program); than -students in other projects who. often used

. the services provided by the University_or his/her department.



Personal Counseling. Although the primary focus in this study

was on academic services, attrition may occur because of non-academic

problems or in situations that involve poor academic performance

caused by personal problems. Thus, it is important to note that

assessments of the quality of personal cbAmseling services are very

similar to those for group counseling, which is an important academic

service. Specifically, students rate counseling services significantly

higher: (t = 3.15, p< .01) and are more likely (X r-1 11.41, pL..001)

to use the services offered- by the MEP or EOP in high-retention

projects than their counterparts in other retention projects.

Study Skills.4. Students' assessments of the quality of study

skills services did not differ on the basis of the type of institution

attended. Ratings of study skills services (in both high-retention

and other public university projects) were consistently lower than

those given to other services. Thus, it appears that study skills

services should be carefully monitored to ensure that they are com-

parable in quality to other program services.

4 Study skills assistance usually emphasizes all or some of the
following activities: effective listening;-- time management; reading
quickly and with comprehension; test taking; memorization and
concentration; effective writing; and reduction of test anxiety.



INDIVIDUAL RETENTION. PROJECTS

Tables 1 and 2 present summaries of the retention rates for nine

of the eleven projects funded in the current study. Whereas, only

two of the funded prOjects had 90 per cent freshman 5 retention prior

to _implementation of the Retention Program, 1981-82 first-year reten-

tion exceeded 90 per cent in -four of the nine projects whose data

permitted the calculatiori of retention rates. Three other projects
t

reported substantial improvement in their retention rates, while two of

the projects reported retention rates that did not differ from those of

the previous year: Since some of the projects_provided_data only for

those students participating in the retention program, SAT Mathematics

test scores were used as a baiis for determining whether the academic

background. of students in 'the 1981-82. cohort differed froM those in

the previous year's- cohort. In only one case was there a 'question

concerning the representativeness of the grqup served by-the reten-

tion Project. This will ,be discussed in the section on individual

projects which follows. It is noteworthy that the retention projects

are being continued by ten of the eleVen engineering colleges. These

decisions were reportedly influenced by the success cited above and

the fact that 1981-82 minori y retention compared favorably with the

rates for non-minority students\in those instances where such data

were available. The intervention strategies and their effects on

retention in individual projects follow.

Kansas State University (KSU)

Prior to implementation of a retention project, Kansas State

University engineering students received academic support services

primarily from the extensive campus-wide Equal Opportunity, Program'

As noted in -the. Methdology Section, one project focus d
exclusively on upperclassmen.



TABLE 1

A Comparison of Minority Engineering Stdents'
1980.81 and 1981.82 Test Scores and Student Retention

Rates for Nine Of Eleven NACME-Funded Projects
6

1ST YR, 1ST YR, RETEN- RETEN-
AVERAGE 'AVERAGE #STU- ATTR1-. #STU- ATTRI- TION TION 1ST YR,

1980.81 SAT' 1981-82 SAT DENTS TION 7 DENTS TION . RATE RATE NON-MIN.NACME iroSect Math Scores Math Stores 1980.81 1980-81 1981.82 198112 , 1980.81 1981.82 RETENTION'

Kansas State

University 23 ACT I . 23 ACT 75 15 53 .11 80% 79% 60%

Lamar University' 423' 442 . 120 72 107 22 40%. 79% 60%

Northwestern 550 567 59 35 1 92% 97%University

Purdue University 527 533 92 17 27 82% 89%

Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute 625 610 75 13 20 1 83$ 95% 92%

University of Not Available 548 36 3 42
3 92% 93%.Berkeley.

University of

Massachusetts . 460 466 .30 12 34 10 60% 7.1% 80%

University of Texas 523 520 362 152 88 , 35 58 %. 60% 63%

U

University of

Washington. N/A' .584 '37 14 34 0 .62%. 100%

72% 85% ,"

Data provided by one.inst(iution-didLnot:aliow4etentjon_rates
to, be determined. In a, second institution had

no formal academic, action proceduresin Oki; Thus, attrition
could-notle-determilidimmanner-comparable-to----

that employed for othe(insti,tUtione.

7 or 1979-.80 if data for198011werilWavaflablk,



Table 2

A Summary of Intervention MOhinismt and Retention Results for NACME-Funded Projects

Project Features Prior,

Institution to 1981-82

Kansas State Univ, No Summer. Rrpgram; No Minot,

StudentlrientatiOn; No Formal,

FaCulty Orientation.'Other

ServiceslOrOvidedby EOP.

Lamar Univ.

Northwestern,

university

Purdue Univ.

Program Run by One Faculty

,Member .Who Provided Most of

the ACademic Assistance.:

Monitoring PrOVided Primari-

ly byOne Instructor,

Comprehensive: Summer Program;

Early Warning; Minority Orien-

taiion;Faculty Involvement

in'PrOgram.

Limited Services for UpPer-

classmen,Provided'by

ual DepartMents.

1981-82 Retention 1980.81 1981-82

Project Features Retention. Retention

1, Peer Tuibr/Coun- 801 79%

selors Hired

2: Study Center.

IstabIlihed

3. Atiociate'Direc-

tor Mired

4. ForMal Interaction

Between Faculty &

tutors Established.

1.. Study Center 40% 79%

Established

2. Peer-Tuiors Hired

3, Eatly-Warning.

System Developed

Expanded Role for 92% 97%

Student Organization

in the Summer Program

and Support Services

(e.g,,, Tutoring) During

the Rcademic Year.

1. Peer Tutor/Counselors 82% 89%

Hired
7 ,

2. Departmental Advis-

ing Supplemented

3. Study Skills, "How to

Succeed in Engineering"

Course Taught invNew

Program



4 Table 2 .

Institution

Rensselaer Poly-

technic Inst.

Project Features Prior

to1981-82

Comprehensive; MEPlad a

Director & 6 Full-Time

Staff Member's (See North-

weterp` for Services)

0

1981-82 Retention 1980-81 1981.82

JProject Features .Retention Retention .

Summer Program Ex- 83 95%

panded to. Include

Regularly-Admitted

'Students in Addition

to EOP Students

2. Science FacultOember

Hired to Design Courses,

Monitor & Advise

1 Facilities, Provided, 92%

bY:MEP'

MEPTDirector Hired --7-

to Coordinate

AiseciateleakProvided

to facilitat0614,.
Program Interaction

Develop

Sumer' ro

Eith krkslib0" Added

tO-CoUrsei,i iring

Acadeit Yea

. U. of CA

at Berkeley

Full Range
of!',$00. Services

*.0(St000#000rOded,....

ViongnOiiiinOrOnizitiont

U. -of MA

at Amherst

Fu llIn9, ineelng,PrefeMr1
ltaffA010revi e ,Tut9""

ng,Counseling& Faculty,

cti41 es., ;;Counsel-

ing -84 Also ;Provided'
d'

by, 0t4eminoriOrginizis
tions.

U of Texas

at Austin

Student Organization Provided,

.Tutoring, "OtherIervices

AvailableIhrO4I0P.

4sti.tahtlje4101'0-

04100ii
7CgOilsel°

ing WithiJ( he College

OflEtigiOef ng.vRpiiil led

...,Research:,

Identify

itObleals4140gaitiblu'7

58% 60%

ee
m

50,' OP
ursv, ogram,

Eng Facul y

eC



(EOP). Although the Director of the Minority Engineering Program

(MEP) worked Closely with administrators of th,e LOP, she also had

responsibility for the Women's Program and was therefore not in the

best positidn ensure, that services provided by the EOP were

always appropriate for engineering students.

The retention project established a Study Center with study

.carrels and computer terrriinals in the engineering building, provided

for an Asiistant Director, provided a graduate student who monitored

the Study Center and providedl*ounseling -and tutoring services to

the students and providecitraining for, peer tutors.

While the retention rate did not improve and the number of

hours/week the Center open should be increased,. several positive

indicators suggeit that future retention may shoW the desired improve-

ment. Among the indicators are:

1) As the benefits of the program became more obvious during
the course of the year, stronger students began to
participate.°

2)- Program improvements have been such that graduates are
now expressing an interest in staying on to help .with its
administration and service delivery while they - pursue
graduate degrees..

3) With the Study Center and Peer Counselor system to be
housed in expanded space provided by the College of. Engi-
neering, visible support mechanisms designed specifically
for engineering students should enable the program to
reach more students and build a- cadre of qualified students
who can provide assistance to others.

As this was the first year of a systematic program effort, the
time required for dissemination of information about its existence
and overcoming skepticism about its effectiveness suggest that
the 1982-83 results should be a better indicator of theproject
effectiveness. The Project has agreed to continue providing
data so that NACME can 'make. this determination..

43



4) In order to betteradminister the expanded 1982-83
activities, a new-Director whose responsibilities are
confined to minority students (Versus also being
responsible for the Women's Program) has been hired.

Lamar University

Prior to implementation of the retention project, academic assist-

ance for minority engineering students Was provided primarily by one

minority faculty member on an individual basis. Because of the small

reasonably suCcessful.

this approach

As enrollment greiv, however, it became clear

ew StudentS were to be Kelpecl.,. other-.support.

mechanisms. would be':needed. An initial step: in this direction was

taken-, by the o Study Center provided throUgh the

retention grant. The Study Center ,contained ;.'a' terminal that

ce trapcommunicated the Administration's processing

which the minority students had almost ,exclusive

business hours.,

unit of

use during non-

By establishing the Center in close proximity to the' Dean of

Engineering's Office, it was assured of high visibility, often used by

students who had an; hour between classes; and maximized the

assistance provided by the faculty member who could then help

students on a grouP, rather than an individual, basis in a setting a

few feet 'from his office. The Center fed to the formation of a number

of informal groups -- including upperclassmen who often were com-

muters and had difficulty availing themselves of other group -study

opportunities on campus..

The steps taken by the retention project produced the largest

retention increase in the entire study. It appears, however, that the



supp rt s stem should become more institutionalized and less depend-

ent-on.the efforts of the one faculty member; should involve a greater

percentage of t e minority student population in order to strengthen

the peer-help poss itities; should consider the advantages of a summer

/Program, since the maj rity of Lamar s students are from the sur-

rounding three-county area_and would not _haves to be provided food

and] housing, which are tile most ,costly items in residential surnmer

programs. Because of the positive perceptions of minority students

in the College of Engineerin (where minority retention rates now

exceed,those of non-minority s dents), an increased role for other-.

faculty members would also see to be 7c4sirable end readily

achievable objective.

Northwestern University

Northwestern used its retention award to provide members of its

minority student engineering organizati n with expanded opportunities

for involvement in. a Summer .Bridge Programs as tutors, counselors,

etc. Given the increasing responsibility the group had assumed for

providing academic support s to minority engineering students,

it was felt that this approach ight serve as a gOod opportunity to

determine whether a school with a Well-established program and

excellent retention could continue to provide good support services on

a more cost - effective basis (i.e., by using .more peer help) and

continue to achieve excellent retention results..

A Summer Bridge Prograin is a-session which is designed to
facilitate students' transition' from high school to.college. These
programs typically offer opportunities for several of the following
activities: orientation to the campus,.' the engineering curriculum
and the engineering profession; diagnostic seryices; remedial
instruction; supplemental instruction; exposure to the instruc-
tional pace, performance'expectatians and competition encountered
in engineering-programs.



D'ata suggest (retention remained above 901%) that. a reduced role
. .

for the College of Engineering in. direct service delivery and an

expanded role fore'or student organizations may be possible in well-
,

established programs.. This statement is not to suggest that ,the

College of Engineering' or University should/or has abdicated its

responsibility., Instruction in the Summer Bridge Program continues

to be provided by the faculty and the Associate D,ean of Engineering,

himself, tutors the weakest students, thereby demonstrating to all

facUlty members that the success of all students is a major priority.

Purdue University

, The Freshman Engineering Department of Purdue

provides' cc.nr- Thensive services to all freihman engineering students.

The scope oil Purdue's freshman services is usually found only in. ,

programs for students considered to be "disadvantaged," consequently,

'the services are effectik to the point thafno additional services are

required for minority freshmen. Beyond the freshirnan year:, howeYer.;

- engineering students enter indiyidual departments, eg., Mechanical,

Electrical Engineering, where student support is considered to be

uneven.

. In an effort to ensure that minority students

good grades, but also avoided course overloading

not only achieved

and bypassing of

the more difficult courses necessary for making progress toward

graduation, Purdue _proposed to operate the only program aimed

exclusively at upperclassmen. -While the- retention of upperclassmen

increased 89 per cent from 82 per cent previously, other indicators

were perhaps eyen more impressive. By offering peer assistance and

'a study skills/riorieritation courseqaught first by an MEP staff meml3er

and then by an engineering 'faculty member, a greater number of

students (relative to a aml-trolgroupof studeiltswhor. declined--



to participate) made substantial progress toward graduation as

opposed to passing grades in nonessential courses -- and more
/'students who were on probation were able to return to good academic"

standing. While it. might be argued that a program for upperclassmen

suggests a continuation of "hand-holdings;/"/ an alternative interpreta

tion of this: situation is that when therels a systematic commitment to

quality educational services, minorities need'no special assistance, but

when the quality and extent of service is. uneven, minorities may be

more greatly disadvantaged. If. the latter interpretation is ac.Cepted,

then the answer.to_the question "when, does the need for special help

disappear?" is "when a cadre of peoPle are available who have had

the advantage of /a positive experience that can be communicated. to

those who foll/ ow."

Rensselaer Polytechnic. Institute (RPI)

RPI has a "two-track" project, one for regularly admitted

minority students and another for Equal Opportunity_ students.10
Since the summer session offered for EOP students had proven to be

beneficial, a, similar experience- for regularly admitted students was

funded as the major component of -tl-tre retention project. RPI's pre-

viously good retention rate (83 per cent) .increased to 95 per cent

during

the period the retention project was operative. In addition to the

Summer Bridge program, a quarter-,time faculty member was assigned

to engage in informal advising and to monitor student progress

10 EOP students are those who, because of limited educational
experiences and/or low socioeconomic status, are _likely to en-
counter difficulty in achieving academic success. At RPI, the
meat-LSAT-Mathematics score for centering EOP students was
approximately 100 Points below that of regularly admitted
minorities and 175 Points below that of non-minority students.



through his peer network. The perceived success of the retention

,effort was such that RPI has continued lts operation with independent

funding. this academic year. Among the reported benefits were: an

opportunity,for minorities to-take'a reduced Toad during the academic

year (when. despite relatively high aptitude scores, they are

competing with some of the, best students in

opportunity for early diagnosis

the country); an

of academic weaknesses (e.g.,

physids) and

approaches' to <facilitate

course modifications and _other

their elimination; and an opportunity for

students to deVelop a more intimate knowledge of the opportunities for

individual, group and student/faculty research in advanced areas in

which the Institute specializes. Thus,'the expectation' is thit retention

projects at institutions such as RPI may improve the quality of Cie

graduate rather than improve the rate of graduatiOn, which is already

quite high.

Unive, sity of California at. Berkeley

Berkeley's retention project emPlOyed an MEP Coordinators to

maximize the effectiveness of support services offered to engineering

students by other campus programs designed to assist minority and

disac: intaged students. The Coordinator also was responsible for

ensuring that students were aware of and availed themselves of the

existing services. The already high retention/rate (in, excess of 90%)

did not leave room for much improvement/Yet, a small- gain 'was
,.

noted.. This gain occurred despite the fact that the Coordinator

was also involved in generating- research that demonstrated the ability

of minority students entering with test scores below the newly-adopted



cut-off point for admission to succeed in the Berkeley engineering

prograrn; recruiting a 1982-83 class of over 100 minority Students; .

and planning a study and approach to address the computer science

problems which continue to trouble minority students. One of the

keys to the success, of the Berkeley project is the structured study

environment and the high percentage, of students (94.7%) who particip-

ate:

University, of Massachusetts' (U. Mass.)

U. Mass.. sought to improve its retention' by adding a two-week summer,'

.session , and extra course sessions during the academic year The

MEP Director and two .Assistant Directors continued to be involved in

instruction (e.g., problem-solving workshops) as well as project

administration. Extra course sections are typically taught by the

regular instructor who simply conducts four class periods, rather

than the usual three, for example.

While it was unclear whether' a two-week summer session -would

provide ample time to accomplish the MEP's retention improvement

objectives, the demonstration nature of the present study suggested
/-

that it was worthy of examination. Not only did the summer session

and ,the extra sessions during the academic year foster improved

retention at the University of Massachusetts,, but the fact that

minority students entering engineering are now better prepared than

preViously, means that a student who has missed some concepts in

his/her high school studies or has an unrealistically positive academic

self-concept can be assisted during a short session. While severe

deficiencies cannot be remedied in_two weeks, individual points can be

clarified and the performance expectations, work load and level of

competition made clear. Moreover -when the person who is to teach

49.
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the, course in the Fall semester, starts his/her courser-d-uring the

two-week summer session, extra time is provided for diagnosis of

students' strengths and weaknesses and overcoming their reluctance

to or reservations abOut seeking help and asking questions.

Because the project has- not existed in its present form for very

long, a cadre of strong students who can communicate the importance

of timeliness, maturity, etc., has yet to be 'developed. Whether this

occurs wilt depend in large measure on U. Mass.! ability to increase

the yield of its minority student recruitment effort--a matter which is

currently of great concern to the MEP'staff.

University of Texas at Austin

Texas-used its retention funds to support a_ faculty retention

coordinator and hire a graduate student whose responsibilities in-

cluded counseling students experiencing academic. difficulty and

directing 'those individuals to the appropriate sources of help. It also

used funds to attempt to determine why students leave the program

and/or achieve poor grades. While the retention rate did not increase,

much 1h.az. 'earned about factors likely to influence its improvement:

I) It became dear that it is necessary to'cooperate with the

Admissions Office in order to identify students prior to

their arrival on campus. Early identificatio \ will allow the

project to make students aware of supportive services

before they experience academic difficulty;

'2) Where the size of an institution does not permit the per-

formance of students in large classes taught outside of

the department to be readily monitored, tutoring and

group study efforts can be organized in such a way as

50



to make the preview of tests, quizzes-and graded homework

which indicatelhe caliber of student performance part of

the roullne instructional process;

Because of the major service delivery responsibility that

student organizations are likely to assume in, engineering

colleges with large minority enrollments, the 'guidance and

direction received by such' organizations is critical; and

4) In addition to utilizing the support mechanisms offered by

programs such as -the EOP., the MEP, must make' an aggres--

sive effort to ,;provide~ retention serviceswhen, specially-

targeted funds have been established to assist and improv

the candition of minorities\throughout the University.

\University of Washington (U.W.) \
1-

The retention improvement inechanistns implemented at UM: are
very similar to; thoie ,described in -connection with U. Mass. h;

major derence is that-rather than being headed by an engine ring
.

.

faculty member actively involved in day-to-day.service delivery .most

of the services are provided by EOP faculty. and MEP staff. Also,

the summer program did not involve participation by the entire minority_
, \

freshman class; \ra\ ther it was a Minority Introduction to Engineering

(MITE)11 program \whose participants are likely to be better/ prepared

thari- the average minority . freshman irrespective of the summer

experience. Thus, since data were reported Only for the summer

11 MITE is a two-week ridential program sponsored on 2-3 dozenes
engineering college campuses each summer by the Accreditation
Board for /Engineering an' Technology. It can feature a variety
of activities. Typical pa iicipants are recommended by high
school personnel.



participants, the draniatic:.retention improvement may be somewhat

spurious. Nevertheless, retention of any group of minority students

that exceeds 90% is commendable. Moreover, the extremely positive

altitude of the participants and their desire for excellence which

resulted in two-term grade point averages that exceeded the non-

minority av erage, suggests that by working with an expanded group
4

of students and adopting some of the approaches developed by other

departments for use with less-well-prepared students, excellent

retention for all students can-be accomplished.

California- StateUniversity at> Los Angeles (CSULA)

Because of conditions such as: the year-round nature. of the

University; the large number of students who have -family 'and' other

responsibilities that require that they drop out for a time, but who,

ultimately, 'return; and the tendency, of students to change from full

to part,time status and' vice versa, It was- 'hot possible to develop a

retention rate that would.be comparable \o those for other. institutions.

Yet, ;a number of valuable insights can be gained from the retention

project's experience at CSULA. Firs.C, it is clearL that the scheduling

problems(,caused by students both work and.commute are such

that the coordination of any s1 pport services that 'are to be provided,

will require the attention o an individual who hais that task as his/her

primary responsibility. econd, by pairing' a strong student, with .

less able sfudents, its is possible to organize the study. group) that

help the latter without appearing to penalize the forther -- should

resqurces or other considerations preclude other, possibly more

desirable, otions. Third, because of their greater flexibility-and -

self -inte est, members of student organizations may be the best
,

vehc(es. for retention impromments in this kind large numbers

students f setting. If, for -example, support :



services .should be provided outside the normal work week, the

student organization should be better able to accomplish the task. As

noted in connection with the Uni-Versity of Texas, the early ilentifica-

ton (and in this case, the tracking) of students is essential if in-
_

formation' relative to the availability of services is to be readily
disseminateCI.

North Carolina Agricultural & Technical. University (NC A&T)

North Cirolina A&T sought to improve its retention by

developing a computer-assisted instruction course for the large num-

ber of students requiring mathematics enrichment. However," since

the University had no operative academic action procedures, retention

figures comparable 'to those of other institutions could 'not be gener-

ated. Site visits, however, revealed that the .use of computer-
__

assisted instruction (CAI) requires' software that provides -students

with more accurate information concerning errors than, for example,
'none variable has the wrong sign." If students have computational

weaknesses these must also be addressed, or use of the terminal will

be a more frustrating experience than written tests that can identify

whether the problem is being properly set up_ and other errors in

logic. Also, by using the computer in conjunction with a word
a

processor students could be given written homework assignments that

will give them practice in the areas where it is most needed.



Unlike the previous, s ction in which the project was thek unit of

analysis and retention r'ates were the primary outcome measure, This

section focuses on project paiticipants and employs their mathematics

and science grades - as the, pr ncipil outcome measures. By analyzing

student

measures, insights cari be obtain

related to differences in those

d that are potentially valuable*no
s.only to the recruiting and student service operatio .s of ,collegps

.

programs,grams, but also to secondary

students planning to study (or

parent/community orjanizations.

Findings':-involving "input" (e.g, precolle6e experiences

variables will be presented first folloWed by thine more Closely-relate

to students' college experiences (e.g. hours/week devoted to study).

Both types, however, will be discussed in terms of their applicability

to the activities' of both pre-collegeoand college programs.

Because of the relatively large `amount of tabular information,

only a summary table/(see Table 3) is presented in the body of the

report. Tables showing the actual distributions upon which analyses/
were based are reserved for inclusion in'the Appendix, where they

are presented in the approximate order of their mention in the text..

Traditional Predictors

The-eXtesit to which traditional

s .

measures predict the college

success of minority students is often the subject of considerable

'debate. As a consequence, most college admissions officers employ

multiple measures and then make allowances for factors such as

12 See "Meth6du section_ for a discussion of the reatonship of fresh-
man grades to reten.tjon.



TABLE 3

The Relationship Between 'Individual Behaviors, Characteristics and
, Grade, Point' AVOMOOS in All 1961 -82 Technical. 'Courses for AltRetention Project Participants.

.

1
CORRELATION WITH TECHNICAL 'COURSE3CHARACTERISTIC GRADE POINT AVERAGE

A adomle BackgrOuridpro-Crillege Experiences

Maihematics'Grides in:HighSchool .448**

Exposure to Calculus in High School

SCIPIIPP nrOde in High. Scheel!

NuMber of Courses ln High School.

Race /Ethnicity High:School Attended

-..Pre .4ngineeringregramparticipation

Science Fair orOther Competition

High SChool Rank

SAT-Verbal Test.Score:,,

SAT-Mathematics'Test Score

Demographic Characteristics

Race (Black /Hispanic)

Cehder

'Fierce-D=1

Appeal' of PrOblem-Solving versus
Other Aspects of Engineering

Academic Self-Concepts

Accuracy. (based on High School:. Mathematics
of.Academic Scir-Concept

Grades)

Accuracy (basqd..on High SchoolScience Grades)of Academic Self-Oonczpt

Student Behaviors.

Frequency of Wending Meetings of the Minority
Student Organizatir,n

Level of Involvement in the Minority Student
Engineering Orgo'Ailation-

.331**

026

.190**_

.Q33

.212*

.104

.182*

Frequency7ofuntatt-Wttli-th-CTITIV549IY-
Engineering lrogram

-

Number of.Aou'rs/Week'Spont Studying

-.108

.248*

.237**:

Race of Study. Partners iBlaelO)nly)- ..273*
* p'oc.05
**

15/ TechnicelOradeci*Averagerepresonts the. average'
for alr.ma

A,thematicS,'*ysical

scienceAuWengineeringcoursea
`taken by a -givenstOdentAitiring'the 1913182-adadernio.year.

' No distinctiOn:yasmado,betweqn:pre-caleulus,andcalcPlus 7

grades, but lower -level MathematiosCOUrses and; science:
other than chemistr:vand:phYsids:werelot:included any
CPA cOmputatToniAsndtqOAwtheMether:sectiontechnical:
grades had. highefi3OrreiaEle s:wittle6

msteadJaf%CM.



recommendations and- students' extracurricular activities. The import-

ance of predicting `success, howevr,, is not limited to admissions
/.decisions. By identifying popuMions that are it risk, special sup-

,

port services can be Orovideci at an early point should such students

be admitted. Unfortunately, use of predictive indices in this manner

is the exception.

Table 3 indicates that some traditional measures of students'

academic ability are strongly, related to successful completion of tech-

nical courses by-freshman minority engineering students. The high-

est correlations are those between high school grades in mathematics

and science courses and, freshman performance. The strength of

these relationships. for engineering students is not surpriiing since

many institutions have found that high school rank is the .best pre-

dictor of

matics and science in the study of engineering, one would expect that

verbal measures and high school rank -- that includes performance in

courses in which verbal ability is extremely important would be

less accurate predictors of success for engineering students than for

students enrolled in other curricula. As hypothesized, 'high school

rank is a weaker--but still significant--predictor of academic perform-

ance, 'while SAT-Verbal test scores are minimally related. Students'

success for all freshmen. Given the importance of mathe-

SAT-Mathematics test scores correlate rignificantly with performance,

but produce-lower coefficients than any of the other significant pre-

dictors.

The quality of instruction in minority high schools is, for a s_

number of reasons, often less adequate than comparable 'instruction in

non-minority high schools. Moreover, Morning et. al (1980), summar-

ize a number-ofr--stticifes-wIrioll-inclioate-ttrat-the-disparity-is particu-



larly acute in the areas of mathematics and science. In light of the
above, it was hypothesized that students from minority high schools

would have weaker backgrounds and therefore would have lower grades

in their trchnical courses in college. To the contrary, Table 2
indicates that there was no significant relationship between race/

ethnicity of the student bOdy at one's high school and one's college

grades. Although students who attended predominantly white or

ntegrated schools were significantly more likely (p <.05) to have\\
taken calculus in high school, many students who .attended minority.

111gh schools were able to succeed without having that exposure.

Their ability to do so appearS to be related to the fact that they are

significahtly more likely (p4 .01) to have had the advantage of

participating in a pre-engineering program7-an experience which is,

itself, , significantly (p 4...01) related to s ccetsful - competition of

first-year engineering curricula--than their unterparts from non-

minority schools.

Because pre-engineering -programs are extrerriely diverse, it was

not possible in the context of this study to determin which of their

features are responsible for the. relationship between -participation and

college grades. Several phenomena that well may, be operating sicnul

taneously are:--

1) More encouragement by high school teachers to prepare for

and pursue engineering degrees.-- The interaction between

pre-engineering program staffs and teachers in the schools

attended by program students, could well be responsible for

the signficiantly greater (p encouragment (by



teachers) to pursue engineering degreet, by students

attending minority high schools than those attending pre-

dominately non-minority .high schools.14

2) Reviews of fundamentals, exposure to the engineering

profession, exposure to students currently enrolled in

engin'eering schools-- through program-sponsored trips--and

the development of realistic perceptions (see below) about

the college reasons why pre-engineering participation may

be related to college success. Perhaps by: expanding their

operations to serve more minority students attending white

high schools--as suggested by the findings discussed above;

and placing a greater emphasis on academic (versus motiva-

tional) activities called for by many persons familiar with

minority issues, pre-engineering programs become even

more effective..

Demographics

As _reported both anecdotally and in numerous other studies of

both minority students' eptitude'test scores and adadeMic performance,

black engineering students jin this study achieVed significantly (p<

.05)- lower grades than other minority students.15 While th_e_differ-___

ence in other studies has usually been attributable to the relatively

poor performance of black males, that was, not the case in this study.

14 It is disturbing to note that minority students attending-pre-
dominantly white schools not only report getting significantly
less encouragement from teachers, but also substantially less
encouragement from college recruiters..

Since American- Indiani were not represented in s-ufficient.numbers
in the-sample'to allow` ,'C,Ornparative analyses, comparisons involved
only blickS and Hispinics.



Black males and females had similar test scores, high school grades

and college performance. When ei-ibmpared with Hispanics, however,

blacks had -substantially lower (p < .10) high school science grades

and. SAT-mathematiOs test scares, as well as somewhat lower mathe-

matics grades. Thus, performance differences appear to be primarily

related to differences in high school preparation.

In light of the. above-mentioned differences on measures- related

to college performance, it is not surprising that there would be

significant racial/ethnic differences in the- technical grades earned by

Hispanics and blacks. Because of the persistence of these racial/

ethnic differences,. any pre-college study undertaken should seek to

identify pre-college and college programs that have achieved success

with black students whose scores on predictive indices are low, and

for poorly prepared students, in general.

Although sample size was such that there were no overall gender

differences, Hispanic females experience the greatest difficulty of any

minority sub-group. /This finding- is supported by anecdotal evidence,

and underscores the need for programs to be mindful of cultural

factors in providing support services. Specifically, Program_ Directors

familiar with the problem indicate that.they have begun to seek the

cooperation of community organizations in _an. effort to communicate the

importance of family support for their daughters as well as sons
attending college. Program Directors also report working with pre--
college programs to address the problems of both academic and non-

academic attritionespecially since the latter is often an equally or

more substantial problem for the Mexican-American female.



Perceptions
.

Because of concerns articulated by numerous persons involved in

various aspects of,the minority engineering effort, questionnaires and

interview protocols used in the present study included several items/designed,%to provide information concerning the way in which students'

perceptions may influence their. academic performance or behaviors

,zrelated to academic performance. Analyses of perceptual data re-
,

vealed a number of significant relationships that are discussed below.

The most highly significant correlation. involved students' pri-

mary reasons for deciding to 'study engineering. The strong relation-

ship between the appeal of problem-solving and students' subsequent

success in technical courses:suggests that current career awareness

and f). retiruiting approaches and materials must emphasize the import-
,

ance of and rigor associated with this aspect of engineering. The

message that engineering offers financial rewards and a good back"-

ground for careers in business and other professions is an attractive

incentive, but without a simultaneous emphasis on the effort required

to succeed, may serve to attract students with little willingness to

devote the time to study and the interest in problem-solving generally

required for successful completion of an engineering program._

Many studies of 'minority student achievement, including the

Committee on Minorities in Engineering's (1977) report on progress of

the national effort; have cited negative academic self-concepts as a

factor related to the poor performance of 'minorities. In the absence

of 'information suggesting that this phenomenon does not apply to

minority engineering students, data compiled in the present study

might have been interpreted in a similar manner. The significant

--relatto-n-ship betweenpereeived ability and--academicpertformance___



indicated on Table 3 is, iri fact partially, the result of students

perceiving themselves as "weak" and subsequently performing poorly.

Further analyses of the above-mentioned data, however, reveal

that the accuracy or underassessment of one's perceptions are the

factors that correlate most highly with successful performance. Most

students who see themselves as below average have high school

mathematics and science' grades' that are consistent with those per

ceptions and as a result don't perform well On the other hand,

those students whose high -school backgrounds suggest that they

accurately perceive themselves as "Better than- Average" or "Average"

experience considerable success as do those who pe.rceive themselyes

as "Average", but who have, in fact, performed well in high school.

Students who experience the greatest difficulty are those with

inflated academic self-concepts. Because they see themselves as pore

competent than they really are, they are considerably less likely to

use the services of the minority engineering program or -devote an

adequate amount of time to study. Discussions with udents, faculty,

Project Directors and others suggest that this p enomenon is largely
,

due to students' increased exposure to technical courses in high

school and other, experiences that suggest their Competence. Since

inflated' self-concePts often result in early failures, many students--

seem to then experience a total loss-of confidence or rationalize their
. - --

deficiencies by blaming oth s. This finding poses one of the Most

serious challenges to t success of minority engineering students and

a serious dilemma for the staff of support programs. The question

that must be r solved is how one builds a student's confidence, while

encouragi a proper perspective on the competition, stringent per-

form oce-1 expectations and- rapid pace that characterize engineering

leges today.



STUDENT BEHAVIORS

Using the Services Provided By the Minority Engineering Project

In addition to their main effects, students' academic backgrounds,

demogr-aphic characteristics and perceptions also function as "mediating

variables" (i.e., they influence behaviors which, in 'turn, are related

to academic perform'ance). This phenomenon is best demonstrated by

the analyses of students' interactions with the minority engineering

project. As indicated in Table 3, there is a significant relationship

between the frequency of students' contacts with he program' and

their academic performance (p<.05). Undoubtedly, \the relationship

between program contact and performance is, in part, a function of

the academic and non-academic suppo t provided by the projects. In

addition, however, frequent project users had significantly higher

high school mathematics 'grade' substantially higher science grades

and more accurate perceptions of their academic ability .7 all charac-
.\

teristic of students with better college performance.

The above findings suggest that projects: must 'assess the

services they provide to ensure that they do, in fact, provide high

quality assistance; should strive to convince pe-college directors and

parents to encourage students to avail themselves of the minority

engineering project once they enroll in college; must point out '

through the use of supportive datato students in orientation, the

importance of using the minority project; should work to en\lure that

students understand the college environment sufficiently to; develop

realistic perceptions of their ability; and make certain that "cr\eaming,"

i.e., focusing on the "best and the brightest," does not unintention-
.

ally become a. basis -fOr service delivery.



Hours/Week Devoted to Study

Table 2 indicates a' significant relationship between the amount of

time devoted to study and students' technical grades. This finsUng is

not surprising and is consistent with the programmatic finding that.

'three of the four public institutions in which retention was exemplary

or, considerably improved had extra courses and/or study sessions,

while none of the others (public) had them. The finding .is also

consistent with faculty members' perceptions that students, irrespec-.

--live of race, are unaware of- the amount of time required for success

in the study of ei:gineering. It is somewhat disappointing to note

that, often, students fail to internalize and/or minority projects fail

to communicate the importance of long hours of study. The existence

of either (or both) phenomenon(a) is suggested by students' question-

nqire responses. Analysis of their responses indicate that 67.8 per

cent of students responding to the entry Student Questionnaire ex-

pected to study less than the typically articulated minimum of two

hours for each hour of class, and 72.8 per cent of, those -responding

to the question of how much they actually studied stated that it was,

indeed, less than two hours per class. It was interesting to note

that the number of hours studied was unrelated to number of hours

worked, thus, it appears that the issue is one of time management
-

and discipline, rather than insufficient time for study due..to the

conflicts posed. by: working.

Attending Meetings- of and Degree of 'evolvement in the Minority

Student Engineering Organization

Student performance was, not significantly related to the :tre-

quency with which_stu-dents attended meetings of the student organ-



ization. There was also no significant relationship between level of

involvement in the organization and performance. In both instances,

however, those with "little" or "no" responses had somewhat higher

grades. On the other hand, those who were infrequently or never

actively involved had significantly higher SAT-Mathematics scores and

those who infrequently or- never attended, had substantially better

scores. Thus, it appears that the potentially positive effects of

student organizations areoften 'negated by their inability to attract

the better' student. The cooperation of organizational leaders and

MEP Directors is essential if the students are to have the benefit of

the student organization as an-additional resource.

Study Patterns

There were no significant overall relationships between patterns of

group and individual study. This is probably- due to the over-

whelming tendency of respondents to study with non-minority

students as well asother minority students. Secondary analyses did,

however, reveal that there was a significant (p 4.05) negative

'relationship between black students grades and the extent to which

they studied with non-minority students. Previously discussed data

indicated that minority student's .often suffer from inflated academic.
.self.:co.n.cepts, do _not devote adequate time to study end may have_______

had little. previous exposure to non-minority students in high school.

Thus, it is not surprising that there would be instances in which

non - minority students who might be less familiar with the above-

mentioned behavior than another minority, would probably not interact

in the study group i.n ways that would be advantageous to the minority

student. It may be as simple as one's behavior not fitting the esta-

blished leVel of expectations one establishes for a'. study partner.

Projects must address this problem as part of their overall effort to
, .



develop. accurate perceptions and behaviors among their students.

This is especially true in those instances in which the relatively small

size of the minority engineering population makes it imperative that

one learn to interact with non-minority students in study groups.



RECOMMENDATIONS

A number of the findings, presented in this report have implica:-

tions for the way in which MEPs are opet-ated and retention strategies

are implemented. The recommendations presented below are based on

these findings and offer guidelines that those concerned with both

college and pre-college programs may wish to consider.

(1) Despite the worsening fiscal Situation in many institutions of

higher 'education, minority engineering programs must be main-

tained because of evidence that they are probably best equipped

to prOvide minority students with high-quality service. In this

connection, the disparity between the amount of available scholar-

ship and programmatic funds must be addressed since data

suggest that without a support program even very qualified

students may become academic casualties unnecessarily'.

(2) Early identification of -minority students must occur if a greater

portion of them are to be served by the MEP, and if that inter

vention is to occur prior to the onset of academic problems. By
410'

establishing cooperative-relationships with the Admissions offices,

the MEP should be able to initiate contact with minority students

in sufficient time to establish a mechanism for early warning

which is one of the features characterizing effective comprehen-

sive programs.

(3) Just as there is a need for interaction between, the MEP and

University----offices, there must also be interaction between the

Program and the faculty community. This into action will



facilitate early monitoring and warnings regarding student per-
,

formance. It.will also ensure that the program staff is aware of

changing, situations and _has support for its responses tothose

changes(e.g., increased admission requirements).

(4) Summer programs should be held even if they are as short as

two weeks, (in, those instances' where students may have good

preparation, but possess gaps in certain areas or attitudes/

perceptions that are likely--based on .past assessments--to pose

difficulties if not Because one of the major deterrents

to the establishment of summer programs is the cost associated
P

with them, schools and-.funding sources should reconsider those

policies that do not permit students to use their financial aid fcir

summer study.-

(5) Structured extra sessions, whether they involve, starting a

course a few weeks before students would normally begin (thus

creating, for example,- a twelve-week vs. ten-week term) or an

extra session on a weekly basis appear to be one of the most

effective approaches to improving retention. These sessions

should be held- in connection with specific courses and, when
.

possible, taught by the instructor, so that their importance is

not lost on the student whose inclination is--given a choice--

often to not deyote adequate.time to study.

(6) Study skills courses areone of the

effectively delivere

service must be made

most, desired, but least

provided . Thus, the

fully

more readily available and must be

s'quality.



(7) Projects must: assess. the 'services they provide to ensure that

they, in -fact do, provide quality assistance; striVe to convince

pre-college program directors and parents to encourage all

students to avail themselves of the minority-engineering program

. once they enroll in college; point out--through . the Muse of

supporting data--to students in orientation session.:, the inwor--

tance of using -the minority program; worktoensure--th-atsta--

dents understand the college envirOnment sufficiently :to develop

realistic perceptions of their ability; and make certain that

"creaming," i.e., focusing on the "best and the brightest," does

not unintentionally become a basis for service delivery.

(8) Individual projects must collect and analyze data
0

o determine..

how hypotheses 'generated by .studies such as this ands'recoininen,.:
..

...

dations contained herein can be translated into effective program-
. .

matic approaches to retention improvement in ;their respective,

settings.

(9) As studies such as this begin <to specify. the types of program'

and .activities that can facilitate retention, support should `'be

targetted for - those, institutions, whost, commitment aneepproach

offer a reasonable opportunity for success. regi-Fding

the availability of services and the importance of those services-

to retention, should be made part of every funder's, counselor,'..4,

student's and parent's program selection checklist,



0

(10) Career awareness materials and recruiting approaches must

stress the importance- of hard work and problem-solving ability if

One hopes to succeed in engineering. Approaches that emphasize

financial gains and fail_ to emphasize the Jevel of effort required

to succeed in engineering often contribute to misperceptions on

the part of students who have not worked hard in high school

and have done little to understand or meet the challenge they

will face as frieshman, engineering students. These materials and

approaches should also note the overall effectiveness of minority

,engineering .ptogtams. and encourage students, parents, coun--

selors and others to consider the strength of specific programs

along with other criteria used to selecea specific engineering

college.

(11) Despite the predictive ability of several of the traditional mea-

sures-- particularly if used in conjunction with one another- -other

considerations that are shown to be related- to success (e.g.,

participation in a pre-engineering -program, accurate academic

self-concepts) should be examined within individual institutions to

determine their ability to enhance the admissions and placement

processes--especially for marginal students.

(12) College recruiters must*"visit non-minority high schools and

encourage minority students attending those schools to consider

enrolling in an engineering program. This activity is particularly
6



important because of the preparation students tend to receive/ at

those schools (e.g., four. years of math) and -the relative /tack_

of encouragement they receive from teachers to pursue 'an engi-

neering career.

i"

tiveness in

because of their demonstrated effec-

improving retention, should expand their focus to

include more students. from /integrated and predominantly white

high schools:
1

(14) A study of pre-engineeriri program elements should be conducted

to determine how differen activities, s-l-rvice deliery agents and
I

program demographics differentialll, affect different types of

students. This study ishould be similar to.the one described
I 1 I

herein and should folio ostudents through thei eshman year in
/

engineering school, as well as track Their Progress in high

school (for those stude1fits entering the program at :thee lower

grade levels). /
. I
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TALE 1

The 'Frequency Ntribution of Students' Highlchool Mathematics Grades and College

Mathematics/Science Grade it Averages

high School

Math. Grades

Memati cs /Science Grade Poi Total (per cent)

.0,00 - 1.00 2,00.4,00

1.00.3,50, 16
,

90 (56.9)

1.51 4.40 i8 (43,1)

Total \ 102 56 158 11101

(or cent) (4,6) 135;41

01,



TABLE 2

The Frequency of Students High 'School Science Grades'and Coll 'e Mathematics/Science Grade Point

Averages

College Mathematics/Scienc rade Point Average

0,00.1,59 1.60.7 1 9 2.00 - 4.00

High School

ScieRce Grade

Total (Or cent)

-1.00 7 2.75 16 12 2, ' 30 (20.3)
IA

2.76.- 3.33 .19 16 10 45 (30.4)

3.34 11 21 41 73 (49.3)

,//

Total (per,cent) 46 (31.1) .49 (33.1)" 53 (35.8) 148(100.0)

74
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The Frequency Distribution
of .Students' high School' Ralik in(' College Mathematics/Science Grade Point

Averages

High School

Rank

()tiler 93

Coll/ Mathemati cs/Sc. es Total Ipr cent)

0100 2,00,.a 4100

ilS 10 3 X139.11

15 14 10 39 (32,2)

14 li 3 , 34 128.11
+It

Total (par cent) 44 (HA) 38131,4) 39 thM 01)0111



TABLE 4

The Frequency Distribution of Students' SAT4iatheMatics Scorei and College Mathematics/Science

Grade Point.Averages

,College Mathematics/Science.Grade Point Averages

SAT-Math. Scores 0.00 -1.59 1.60 - 1.99 '2.00 -4.00. Total (per cent)

200 - 430' 16 15 . 6 .

37 123.6)

440 -530 14 21 15 50.(31,8)

540 - 800. 17 22 31, 70 (44.6)

Total 47 58 52 157.1100,0)

0
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TABLE 5

The Oi tribution of Students' College Matilematicsfkience Grade Pont Averagqs By Racia1lEthnic

Composition of the Nigh School .Student Body

1 Ss Racial /Ethnic

Composition

bcclusivEly or

kedominantly

Minority

AbOut 50150

Predominantly

Non 1,11 natty

Total (per cent)

80

Col le datfierice Grad'e Pont AVera es'

A

00 - 1.59 1.60 1199 .00 4.00

3? 30 .34

?? 16 13,,

Total (per cent

30 34 91. (38.3)

1134,0) 16131.91 81 (31.0) 238 (100,01



TABLE 6

9

The Frequency Distribution of Students' High School Mathematics Preparation, Race/Ethnicity of High School

Student Body and College Mathematics/Science Grade point Averages

,RacelEthnicity, -Ni9h School Math,

Minority HI Less than Calculus

'Total

'000 - H1,60. 1,99 2,00 - 4,00

7 15 15 37

61culus 14

Integrated H.S. Less than Calcullis

Calculus

Predominantly

White H.S. . Less than Calcu1 '
Total

(percent)

82

Calculus

V

6

5 10

7 25

21

6 8 26

12 18 37

51 51 56

.(32.3) (32.3) (35.4)

158

(100.01

I
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'TABLE 1

The Frequency,Oistribution of fre-Engineering Participants and Non-Participants By Racial/

Composition of the Ni5h0Schoolltudent Body

.

Ih-Ellineering Participation Total (per cent)

Race/Ethnicity

of High School YES! NO

Minority

4F

. 54 39

oOlitifflty 41 86 133 158.8)

Total (per cent) , 101 (44.7) 125 (55.3) 226 1100.0)



TABLE 8

The Frequency Distribution of Students' Participation, in a Pre-Engineering Program and College

Mathematics/Science Grade Point Averages

CollegeMathematics/Sciences

Participation in a

gineering Program , Less than 2,00 2.00 or AbWe

Yes

No

Total (per cent)

56

93

149 (65.9)

45 101 (44.7) .

32 125 (55.3)

77 (34.1)



TABLE 9

The Distribution of Students' College Mathematics/Scienci Grade Point Averages By.Race/Ethnicity

,RaeelEttitctty

Black

Hispanic

College' MathEi ,9cs/Science Grade Point Averages

0.00 -1.59 1,60.- 1.99 2.00 - 4.00 .

35

28

Total (per cent)- n (34.6)

Gen,der

Male

Female

23 °: 102 (56.0)

31 80 (4.0)

54129.71 . 182 (100.0)

TABLE 10

The Distribution of Students' Col e0 MathiMaticsiScfence Grade Point kerages By Gender

College Mathematics,Scit.ice Grade Point Averages Total (per cent)

0.00 W 1,59 1.60 - 1,99 2.00 - 4,00

°48 53 ly (73.0) 88,

20 22 13 55 (26.9)

Total (pe. cent) 68 (33.3) 70 (31.,, 3) 60 (32A) 204 (106:0)



TABLE 11

The Frequency Distribution of Students' Selection of the Aspect of EnTineering-Most Appealing

to Them and the College Mathemotics/Science Grade Point Average

Aspect of Engineering

Problem-Solving

Other Factors

College Mathematics/Science Grade Point Average

0.00 1.99 2.00 - 4.00

19

140,

Total (per, cent) 159 (66.0)

19

63

Total ,(per cent)

38 (15.8)

203 (84.2)

82 (34.0) 241 (100.0)



TABLE 1

The frequency I)istribution of Students' hmeived Academic Ability and Their Coll*

Matileatics1Science Grade Point Averages

tolle Grade Paint lven es Total (Pir Cat).

4

Perceived Academic

Ability d.00 1199 7,613 4400

AIJOB9 The Strongest,

Better Than Most 49 38 8? (381.5)

Average Teak
39 139 161,61

Total (per cent) 10 (55,.9) 11 134111 . 226 .00010)

6



TABLE 13

The Frequency of Students' Accurate Academic Self-Assessments and Mithematics:Science
Grade.Point

Averages

(Based ,on High School Science Grades)

Assessmeni
Mathematics /Science Grade Point Point Averages;

lotal(per, cent)

0.00 1.59

Inflated. 17

Poor 10

Accurate 19,

1.60 -1.99 2.00 - 4.00

13 7
37 (25,2)

'7
/

1
TB (12.2).

28 45 92 (62.6)

Total 46
. 48 53 147 (100.0)

(per cent) 1

a
(31.4

(32.7) (36.0)

92 93



TABLE 14

The Distribution of Students' Contact With the Minority Engineering Program By College

Mathematics/Science Grade Point Average

College Mathematics/Science Grade Point Average

Frequency of Pi.ogram

Contact 0,00,-, 1.59, 1.60. 1.99 2.00 - 4.00

Less Than 81-Weekly

M r Often

Total,

(per cent),

Total (per cent)

1,9 0 10 1 40 (37.0)

15 2'3' . 30 68 (63.0)

7

34 33 41' 108

(31.5) (30.6) (37.9) (100.0)

I TABLE 15

The Distribution of Students' Hours Per WM( Spent Studying By College Math atics/Science Grade

i
Point Average

r

Hours Studied,

31 .or More

Less Than' 1

College Point

0.00 - 1.99'

16

9

4,00

17

32

Total (per' cent)

33 (21,4)

105' 49 154

(68.2) (31.8) (100 0)



TABLE 16

The Frequency of Students' Accurate Academic Self-Assessments (Based on High School

Matmatics.Grodes) and Mathematics/Science Grade Point Averages in College

Self-Assessment High School Mathematics Grades

Inflated

0.00 - 1;59 1.60 1 99 2.00 4;00 Total (percent)

20 12 4 36 (22.6)

o

Poor 13 7 1 21 (13.2)

Accurate, or Under-

assessed Average

Students 20 33 49 102 (64.2)

Total 53 52' 64 159: (100.0)

(per cent) (33,3) (32.7), (34.0)

96
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TABLE 17

Frequency of Adademic Success Among Blacks Who Study With Non-Minority Stu ents

Frequency of Study

With Non-Minority Students

'Frequently

Seldom

College Math./Science GradvPoint Average Total (per cent)

0.00 - 1;99 2,00 - 4.00

32

Total 39

Majority

39 (73.6)

7 14 (26.4)

14 53 (100.0)

Race/Ethnicity College Math./Science GPA

0.00 - 1 59 1.60 - 1.99

Other 1
. 3

Black . 13 19

Mex.-Amer. 1-
Puerto -Rican 3

Other 1

Black --4.

Mex. -Amer,

Puerto-Rican 6

7

2.00 - 4.00

6 Ya

7

10

.1



Attendance Lev ?l

TABLE S

Distribution, of Students' Attendance at Meetings of the Minority Engineering

s(dent Organizations and College Mathematics/Science Grade Point Averages

College Mathematics /Science Grade Point Averages

0.00 1.59 1.60 -1,99 2.00 - 4.00: Total (per cent)

Very Frequent;

or

Frequently 22 30 18 70 (44.6)

Sometimes

Seldom

or

, Never

Total,

(per,cent)

13 21 .19 6. (33.8)

12 15 . 34 (21.6)

47 58 52 , 157 (100.0)

(30'.0) (36.9) (33.1)



TABLE 19

The Frequency Distribution of Students' Participation in High School Science Fairs/Mathematics

r'
Competitions and College Mathematics/Science Grade Point Averages

Science Fair

College Math./Science Grade Point Averages

_0.00 -:1.59 1:60 - 1.99 2-.00 - 4.00 Total (per cent)

Yes 33 . 29 27 89 (31.9) .44

No. 49 49 48 146,(62.1)

Total 82 78 75 . 235 (100.0)

(per cent) (34.9) (33.1) (32.0)

103

102
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. TABLE.20

The Frequency Distributjon'of Students' High School 5cience Preparation and College Mathematics/Science'

0 Grade Point Averages

$

High School. Science

Preparation

College Mathematics/Science Grade Point Averages

0

0.00 - 1.59 1.60 .99 2,00 - 4.00 Total (per cent;

: Both Chemistry and

Physics
. 22 29 30 81 (50.3)

less Preparation 30 22 28 80 (49.7)

Total 52 51 58 161 (100.0)

: (per cent) (32.3) (31.7) (36.0) ,

a

104
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TABLE 21

o.

The Frequency Distribution of Students' Collegeathematics/Science Grade PointAverages By Their

Degree.of Active Involvgent in the Minority Engineering Student Organization,

A, 4,
0

4

Colleg tatheaticslScine Grade Point Averages Total (per cent)

Involvement in

Engineering. Student

Ormization 0.00 - 1.59 '1.60 1.99 .4.00

Try Much Much 14 16 16 46 (29.3)

111

4,)

Some '10 11 35 (22.3)

Very little,

None 21 '25 30 16 (48.4) .

Total (per cent) 45 (28.7) . 58 (36.9) 54 34.4) 157 600.0)
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